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Introducing the Canyon Gaming headset – Shadder GH-6, 

the ultimate tool to assert your dominance in the gaming world.

Equipped with high-precision 50mm speaker drivers, this  headset 
delivers a vivid sound field that immerses you in action. The adjustable 
headband and soft ear cushions ensure maximum comfort. The 
physical, real volume wheel allows audio control without distracting 
you from the game.

That's not all – the Canyon Shadder also boasts a vivid RGB backlight 
and comes in two sleek colors, white and black. The omnidirectional 
microphone on a flexible gooseneck ensures top-notch voice chat 
quality and will make you and your teammates happier.

Don't settle for headsets that can't keep up with your gaming skills. 
Upgrade to the Canyon Shadder gaming headset today!
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Stereo Superior 
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Product features 
and specifications
Gaming headset with high precision 50mm driver brings vivid 
sound field

Comfortable headband design, fit the head perfectly

Soft high quality PU ear cushion suitable for long time wearing

Elegant RGB light defines your gaming style and makes the 
headset visible in a dark environment

Omnidirectional microphone

Microphone position is adjustable by flexible goose neck ensure 
perfect and clear voice communication

RGB light


Material: ABS + PU Leather


Speaker type: ∅ 50mm*2, 21Ω ±15% 


Speaker sensitivity: 117 db±3


Frequency response: 20Hz-20KHz


MIC: omnidirectional

Microphone with white LED


Microphone sensitivity: -38db±3


Microphone frequency response:20Hz-20KHz


PLUG : USB+1*3.5MM jack , plus one 2*3.5mm adapter


Cable: 2.0 meters PVC cable


OS supporting : windows,mac os(if have same port 

for mac os devices)



Flawless sound
The high-precision 50mm speaker drivers ensure you 

hear every sound as intended. From the subtlest of 
sounds to the loudest explosions, every detail is 

captured and reproduced with stunning accuracy.






Comfortable and Easy to Use

Soft, gentle PU cushions and an adjustable headband with a plate offer a 
barely noticeable fit. The flexible gooseneck-mounted omnidirectional 
microphone provides ample adjustability, ensuring that you can find the 
perfect position for crisp communication with your teammates. The 
dedicated volume wheel provides easy audio control.



RGB Lighting & Colors
Canyon Shadder is available in two sleek colors: 
white and black. The headset is framed by 
impressive RGB lighting, while the microphone 
features a white LED status indicator.



Connection
The headset offers a dual connectivity option. First, 
plug it into a 3.5mm jack or use a splitter in case you 
need to connect microphone and audio separately 

— we added it to the package. Second, make sure to 
connect the USB cable to your computer to enjoy 

the mesmerizing RGB light. 
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